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UNIT  4  TOOLS  AND  EQUIPMENTUNIT  4  TOOLS  AND  EQUIPMENT

$'�89���8�:�����ก�;�$'�89���8�:�����ก�;�

�����9�����9      4.2  Machine  Tools4.2  Machine  Tools $'�89���8�ก�$'�89���8�ก�
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((BehaviouralBehavioural ObjectivesObjectives))

1.1. 
����RF�S�)
T�����&�U����
����RF�S�)
T�����&�U����  UF)V�ก�)��UF)V�ก�)��
Can  you  operate  Can  you  operate  ZZ??
WhatWhat]]s  wrong  with  it?s  wrong  with  it?
It.sIt.s out  of  order.out  of  order.

2.  2.  �&��:��:��'�������$�89���&��:��:��'�������$�89��  Machine  Tools    Machine  Tools  UF)V�ก�)��UF)V�ก�)��
3.3. $*������R�':����ก'�������RF�S�)
T����$*������R�':����ก'�������RF�S�)
T����    ...... is  is  
operated  by  operated  by  ZZ UF)V�ก�)��UF)V�ก�)��
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�����9�����9      4.2  Machine  Tools4.2  Machine  Tools $'�89���8�ก�$'�89���8�ก�

4.2.1  Dialogue  :  Can  you  operate  this  4.2.1  Dialogue  :  Can  you  operate  this  
lathe?lathe?

4.2.2  Machine  Tools4.2.2  Machine  Tools

4.2.3  Language  Focus4.2.3  Language  Focus

ZZ is  operated  by  is  operated  by  ZZ ..
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4.2.1  Dialogue  :  Can  you  operate  this  lathe?4.2.1  Dialogue  :  Can  you  operate  this  lathe?
��
������
����    :: '�;
����VS�)$'�89��ก�e�$'�89�����UF)U��'�;
����VS�)$'�89��ก�e�$'�89�����UF)U��

Practice  this  dialogue.Practice  this  dialogue. fgก��
����fgก��
����

A  :  Can  you  operate  this  lathe?A  :  Can  you  operate  this  lathe?

B  :  No,  I  canB  :  No,  I  can]]tt

A  :  WhatA  :  What]] s  wrong  with  it?s  wrong  with  it?

B  :  It  is  out  of  order.B  :  It  is  out  of  order.
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Notes  Notes  

1.  Can  you  operate  this  lathe?1.  Can  you  operate  this  lathe?

'�;
����VS�)$'�89��ก�e����UF)U��'�;
����VS�)$'�89��ก�e����UF)U��

operate  (operate  (vtivti.).) S�)S�)    (($'�89����ก�$'�89����ก�)) $F��$F��  
(($'�89����ก�$'�89����ก�))
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2.  What2.  What]]s  wrong  with  it?s  wrong  with  it?   ����U�(�F�ก����8�����U�(�F�ก����8�

ThereThere]]s  nothing  wrong  with  it.s  nothing  wrong  with  it.

���U�&����U�(�F�ก�����U�&����U�(�F�ก��

WhatWhat]]s s =   What is=   What is

wrong  (adj.)wrong  (adj.) (�F(�F      (�F���F(�F���F      U�&V�ก�)��U�&V�ก�)��

3.  It  is  out  of  order.3.  It  is  out  of  order. ������(($'�89��ก�e�$'�89��ก�e�)) $
��$
��

out  of  orderout  of  order (($'�89��$'�89��)) $
��$
��,, S�)U�&UF)S�)U�&UF),, U�&�T����U�&�T����
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Exercise  4.2.1  Exercise  4.2.1  
A.  Complete  this  dialogue.A.  Complete  this  dialogue.

$*�����
�������S�)
����;�$*�����
�������S�)
����;�

B.  Complete  this  dialogue.B.  Complete  this  dialogue.
$*�����
�������S�)
����;�$*�����
�������S�)
����;�

C. Make  a  dialogue  by  using  the  C. Make  a  dialogue  by  using  the  
pattern above.pattern above.


�)����
����
�)����
����    RF�S�)���:��*)���)�RF�S�)���:��*)���)�
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4.2.2  Machine  Tools4.2.2  Machine  Tools

Machine  tools  are  operated  by  electricity  Machine  tools  are  operated  by  electricity  
and  are  used  to  cut  or  shape  metals,  wood,  and  are  used  to  cut  or  shape  metals,  wood,  
plastic,  etc.  They  are  lathes,   planers,  plastic,  etc.  They  are  lathes,   planers,  
shapers,  milling  machines,  boring  machines,  shapers,  milling  machines,  boring  machines,  
drill  presses,  power  drills,  power  saws,  drill  presses,  power  drills,  power  saws,  
grinding  machines,  arc  welding  machine  and  grinding  machines,  arc  welding  machine  and  
so  on.  so  on.  
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Machine  tools  are  necessary  for  modern  Machine  tools  are  necessary  for  modern  
industries,  factories  and  manufacturers.  industries,  factories  and  manufacturers.  
Here  are some  machine  tools  you  might  Here  are some  machine  tools  you  might  
see  in  workplacessee  in  workplaces..
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1.  A  power  saw1.  A  power  saw
A  power  saw  is  operated  by  electricity.A  power  saw  is  operated  by  electricity.

Power  sawPower  saw
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A  power  hack  saw  is  used  to  cut  metals.A  power  hack  saw  is  used  to  cut  metals.
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A  band  saw  is  used  to  cut  wood.A  band  saw  is  used  to  cut  wood.

Vertical  band  sawVertical  band  saw
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Controls  for  the  band  sawControls  for  the  band  saw
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2.  A  power  drill2.  A  power  drill
A  power  drill  is  A  power  drill  is  
operated  by  electricity  operated  by  electricity  
for  drilling  holes  in  for  drilling  holes  in  
wood  or  metals.  They  wood  or  metals.  They  
include  drilling  include  drilling  
machines  and  portable  machines  and  portable  
electric  drills.electric  drills.
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3.  A  lathe3.  A  lathe
A  lathe  is  operated  A  lathe  is  operated  

by  electricity.  It  is  by  electricity.  It  is  
used  for  removing  or  used  for  removing  or  
forming  materials  in forming  materials  in 
order  to  produce  order  to  produce  
smooth  and  smooth  and  
dimensionally  dimensionally  
accurate  surfacesaccurate  surfaces
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��กo;�:��R'��
�)��*��$'�89��ก�e���กo;�:��R'��
�)��*��$'�89��ก�e�
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$'�89��ก�e�����$'�89��ก�e�����
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4.  A grinding  machine.4.  A grinding  machine.
A  grinding  machine  is  operated  by  A  grinding  machine  is  operated  by  

electricity.  It  is  used  to  grind  materials  electricity.  It  is  used  to  grind  materials  
or or workpiecesworkpieces to  get  smooth  surfaces.to  get  smooth  surfaces.
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5.  An  arc  welding  machine5.  An  arc  welding  machine

An  arc  welding  machine  is  An  arc  welding  machine  is  
operated  by  electricity.  It  is  used  to  operated  by  electricity.  It  is  used  to  
weld  metals  together. It  is  suitable  and  weld  metals  together. It  is  suitable  and  
convenient  for  work  outdoors.convenient  for  work  outdoors.
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Exercise  4.2.2  Exercise  4.2.2  

A.  Write  the  correct  machine  tool  for  each  A.  Write  the  correct  machine  tool  for  each  
item.item.

$*����89�$'�89���8�ก���9V�ก�)��$*����89�$'�89���8�ก���9V�ก�)��    
T�����:�&��*)�
T�����:�&��*)�

B.  Find  5  machine  tools  in  the  workplace  B.  Find  5  machine  tools  in  the  workplace  
and  describe  them  as  the  example.and  describe  them  as  the  example.

��$'�89���8�ก�S�
V�����ก��ก����$'�89���8�ก�S�
V�����ก��ก��    5  5  ��&����&��
:��$*���������$��8�������&��:��$*���������$��8�������&��
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Wait  a  minute,  please.Wait  a  minute,  please.
'��
�ก'��&��'�'��
�ก'��&��'�
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4.2.3  Language  Focus 4.2.3  Language  Focus 

be  operated  bybe  operated  by +  +  'T����'T����    == �T����F)���T����F)��    ((RF�RF�))

Examples  :Examples  :
A  lathe  is  operated  by  electricity.A  lathe  is  operated  by  electricity.
$'�89��ก�e�$'�89��ก�e�  (  (1  1  $'�89��$'�89��)  )  �T����F)��Uqqr��T����F)��Uqqr�
Lathes  are  operated  by  electricity.Lathes  are  operated  by  electricity.
$'�89��ก�e�$'�89��ก�e�    ((����$'�89������$'�89��)) �T����F)��Uqqr��T����F)��Uqqr�
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A  water  pump  is  operated  by  electricity.A  water  pump  is  operated  by  electricity.

$'�89��
����T�$'�89��
����T�  (  (1 1   $'�89��$'�89��)  )  �T����F)��Uqqr��T����F)��Uqqr�

Water  pumps  are  operated  by  Water  pumps  are  operated  by  
electricity.electricity.

$'�89��
����T�$'�89��
����T�  ((����$'�89������$'�89��))�T����F)��Uqqr��T����F)��Uqqr�
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Exercise  4.2.3Exercise  4.2.3

A.  Make  5  sentences by using A.  Make  5  sentences by using 

ssbe  operated  by  be  operated  by  ZZ ..tt


�)�����R�'
�)�����R�'    5  5  ���R�'���R�'    RF�S�)RF�S�)  
T����
T����

ss be  operated  by  be  operated  by  ZZ tt
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NEXT  TIMENEXT  TIME

UNIT  4  TOOLS  AND  EQUIPMENTUNIT  4  TOOLS  AND  EQUIPMENT

$'�89���8�:�����ก�;�$'�89���8�:�����ก�;�

�����9�����9      4.3  Office  Equipment  4.3  Office  Equipment    ���ก�;����ก�;�

T���ก���
T���ก���
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One  helps  them.

��������	�ก��	ก��ก���������	�ก��	ก��ก�
��ก��ก..........������������������������
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THANKS  FOR  WATCHINGTHANKS  FOR  WATCHING

  7�89:;<=>?->�@A@7�89:;<=>?->�@A@                        

SEE  YOU  NEXT  TIMESEE  YOU  NEXT  TIME

Fก��+�@G8��)��H�8G�Fก��+�@G8��)��H�8G�


